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SUPREME COURT ON RIGHT TO A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT OVER THE YEARS.

fundamental to the realization of the right to life is the health of the
environment as recently stated by the Supreme Court in one of its
4ga^idn in 2020.Justice D.Y Chandrachud in his judgment coined the
tSfih environmental rule of law, which is fundamental and is essential
^ffimvirorunental governance. Journey, which started in 1972 with
Sw^olm, resulted in amendments thereafter in the constitution and
fueled by judicial activism resulting in the development of the right
^'inVealtihy enviromnent as one of the facets of the right to life. There
j^^en a tremendous increase in environmental laws and institutiorw,
whic^ has reduced environmental degradation. However, there exists
sgap in the implementation and enforcement of these laws, which can
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be bridged through the concept of environmental rule of law.
Sustainable development is at the center of development keeping in
mind the environmental rule of law. Environmental problems have
been on the rise in India. The problems are of a varied nature. In the
constitutional context, majorly the problem comes concerning the
duty of the state in fulfilling its obligation as a part of the Directive
Principle of State Policy. Another area is the conflict of the right to a
healthy environment with other fundamental rights and a correlative
duty of the citizens. The fundamental right to a healthy environment
has developed through judicial decisions with the use of interpretation
of Art 48-A, 51(A)(g), and Art 21 of the constitution.This chapter tries
to trace the journey from Stockholm imtil now through various
judgments and how the interpretation has broadened from developing
right to the environment as part of the right to life to the health of the
environment is at the center of right to life. Environmental rule of law
as a new dimension to xmderstanding right to life imder Art 21.

II. STOCKHOLM DECLARATION AND BEYOND

The story concerning environmental awareness and the role of
government started with the Stockholm conferencein 1972.The United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm
from 5 to 16 June 1972, considered the need for a common outlook and
for common principles to inspire and guide the peoples of the world
in the preservation and enhancement of the human environment. It
was proclaimed at Stockholm that -

"The protection and improvement of the human envirorunent
is a major issue which affects the well-being of peoples and
economic development throughout the world; it is the xugent
desire of the peoples of the whole world and the duty of all
Governments."'

This point proclaimed the fact that to overcome the environmental
problems it is the duty of the government of the nations and the lugent
desire of the peoples.

Another point that was proclaimed brings to the notice the plight
of the developing countries where the priority is development but

1. https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/523249?ln=en (accessed on 7th nov 2020)
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such development should be made keeping in mind safeguard and to
improve the environment.

"In developing countries, most of the environmental problems are
caused by under-development. Millions continue to live far below the
minimum levels required for a decent human existence, deprived of
adequate food and clothing, shelter and education, health, and
sanitation. Therefore, the developing countries must direct their
efforts to development, bearing in mind their priorities and the need
to safeguard and improve the environment. For the same purpose, the
industrialized countries should make efforts to reduce the gap between
themselves and the developing countries. In industrialized countries,
environmental problems are generally related to industrialization
and technological development."^

It also called upon the local and national governments to bear the
greatestburdenforlarge-scaleenvironmentalpolicy and action within
their jurisdictions. It is from here the.responsibility comes on to the
government to take measures for envirorunental protection.Looking
into principle 1 of the Stockholm conference one can conclude that the
insertion of Art 48-A and 51(A)(g) and interpretation of Art 21 is
inspiredbythedecisions and principles discussed overattheStockholm
conference-

PRINCIPLE 1

"Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equaUty and
adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that
permits a life of dignity and weU-being, and he bears a solemn
responsibility to protect and improve the environment for
present and future generations. In this respect, poUcies
promotmg or perpetuating apartheid, racial segregation,
^cnmj^tion, colonial and other forms of oppression and
foreigndominationstandcondemnedandmustbeeliininated

in. CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS

As a consequence of the Stockholm Declaration of 1972 and India
IS one of the parties to it, the Indian ParUament amended the Indian

2. Supra note 1
3. Supra note 1
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Constitution and added Articles 48A, and Article 51(A)(g) in the
Fwu^e°tal Directive Principle of State Policy and as a

Article^ [48-A. Protection and improvement of environment and
safeguarding of forests and wildlife

^™*®ction and improvement of environment and

j"® of forests and wiIdlife.-The State shall endeavor to

4rA—Fundamental Duties
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Indfa-^ Fundamental duties.—It shall be the duty of every citizen of
(g) to protect and improve the natural environment including

foists, lakes, rivers, and wildlife, and to have compassion for
livmg creatures;

Part 3 — Fundamental Right

Of rights because itrefers to the core existence of human beings.'The right to life is a well-
established mtemahonal human right that is embodied in major
mtemational and regional instruments: Article 3 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), Ariide 3 of the International
CovenantonCivilandPoUticalRightsaCCPR),Artide4oftheAfricangarter on Human and Peoples' Rights (Banjul Charter), Artide 4 of
the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) and Article 2 of
the European Convention on Human Rights (European Convention)
General Cdmment 6 of the UNHRC describes the right to life as a
'supreme^ and non-derogable human right that should not be
mterpreted narrowly.® Several national and regional courts have
drawn upon this link between environmental protection and the right

4. /ns. by the Constitution (Forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976, S. 10 (w.e.f. 3-1-1977).
5. Supra note 4
6. Ins. by the Constitution (Forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976, S. 11 (w.e.f. 3-1-1977).
7. RobinChuiichiU,"EnvironmentalRightsinExistingHumanRightsTreaties,"inHH»nfln

R'ghls Approaches to Environmental ProtecHon, ed. Alan E. Boyle and Michael R.
Anderson(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 90.

8. Genera/ Comment 6: The Right to Life, par. 1.

to life. Of special importance is the Indian judiciary, which is known
far. its proactive role in defending the environment through the
Mansion of the right to life to include environmental mterests and
ftrough its reUance on unenforceable directive prindples to mterpretSidewandfundamentalrights.-nielndianSupremeCourtmterpreted
tiiife constitutional right to live in a broad way as to secure environmental
protection in both its anthropocentric and ecocentric dimensions.
Tteinterpretation^romoted the status of human rights and initiated
airidti environmentaljurisprudence in India.

m ROLE OF SUPREME COURT IN THE INTERPRETATION OF
■: article 21
1- In the case of Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of

jar Pradesh', two writ petitions, brought before the Supreme Court
i&ider Artide 32 and 51A(g) of the Constitution as public interest
di8es, sought the Court's help in abating the pollution caused by
llihiestone quarries in the Mussoorie Hills of the Himalayas. The Court
Ij^^inted several inspecting committees and, based on their reports,
drdered the closing down of several mines. In its reasoning, the Court
maintained that the preservation of the environment and to keep the
Geological balance unaffected is a task not only governments but every
citizen must undertake as this is the sodal obligation of every dtizen,
his fundamental duty as enshrined in Artide 51 A(g) of the Constitution.
That Was the first time the right to a clean environment foimd its
expression in the Indian justice system.
'  ' IntiiecaseofAbhilashaTextilevRajkotMunicipalCorporation^"

,1110 Corporation issued a notice to Abhilasha Textile to desist in using
the premises to discharge effluent onto the public road within a certain
time of the factory would have to be closed. Abhilasha Textile put
fbiWard an argument that because it conducts business in the local
cbmmunity and gives employment to the people, the closing of the
factory would affect their livelihood. Further, they argued that the
notice which was issued to them did not allow them to be heard which
amotmted to a violation of natural justice. However, the question was
whether there is any right to carry on business or trade-in in an

9. 72 AIR (1985) 2 see 431.
10. AIR 1988 Guj.

: 1
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f ̂ ^
;  carry on business or tradp h^J;^ ■ ®^®ryone has the right to
!  when the place of the busiiess is restrictions
I; . pubUc. The provision re^^'Tn^ of the
•  : contained in Article SlAfe) of th r "f"®® of the citizens

: ; citizens the duty to protect and "P°"
:  There is no way the textile factorv n natural environment,

natural environment by discharei^ w^d be protecting the
public road and pubUc dramagflracle SlAfeW ft''r''°^
b'utnest" "g® to cty ™~r
prohibited the gove^tn^orcoittag re *1
pn:Sedi!;r;oTetSof^^^^India's environmental law by th^^ develop
protection with and personal liberty Lwd ̂ a
Constitution.'^ ^ enshrmed m Article 21 of the

IntheM.CMehtavUnionoflndia'^casPc »to court by the petitioners under Article 33' brought
public interest UHgation in connection with ̂ e n^i ^°^btuhon as
Ganges. There existed statutory provisions to ?.
there was no enforcement instrument Th podution but
effluents or toxic substancesl~,^~"'

give effect to the enforcement of envir.^ . ^^cle 51A which
which protects the rivht to r i k , Article21,individual rde?ASc,e% 1 fh° m' g? -
river was dangero,Sr tt,^n?b r ^ 'T'inhabitants usmg the river. In thatcase, the

12 Rao, AIR 1987 AO 171.
Asia Research.^ouf Development of Environmental Law, South

13. AIR 3988 SC1037.526' [
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'  court enforced Article 21 taking into account Articles 48 A and 51A (g).
^  The Supreme Court laid down strict conditions to control corporations
i ^gaged in the hazardous production of toxic substances and the rules

of absolute liability and directed the government to enforce standards
'  required .under the law. The Supreme Court asserted the importance
-  of Artide 48A and 51A (g) of the Constitution. This case proved that
I  collective rights could be enforced through Article 21 linked with
; Articles 48 A and 51A (g). In the Mehta case it was pointed out that,

apart from supplying water, the Ganges River is also of religious
unportance to the people living in the area. The social action group
hghting on behalf of the community interpreted Artide 25(1) which
provides for the right to profess, practice, and propagate rehgion.
Unking it to 48 A and 51A(g) to establish their claim.

In the Mukti Sangharsh Movement v State of Maharashtra case"
, the petitioners complained about an indiscriminate commercial
extraction ofsand from the Yerala riverbed leading to the desertification
of about thirty-eight thousand hectares ofland in the valley destroying
the ecological balance of the area. This case was brought to courtby the
social action group who were interested in environmental protection
^d safeguarding the local ecology. In most cases, the petitioners seek
the enforcement of statutory environmental law.

RECENT CASE LAWS (2016-2020)

In the case of Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai V
Hiraman Sitwam Deorukhar'^ court held that area once reserved for

under Art 21 and 48-A and duly under art 51(A) (el^of 1°!!^°''°^^
apar.fronr.hes.atutcyduylolved.ReSnlX~of open space are of vital pubUc interest bas^d on ^ J®^5Y®bon

14. R.S. Pathak, Human Richts anri r-. •

Commonwealth Uw Bulletin Vol Eaw in India,
15. 2019 see 411 ■ '
16. 2019 13 see 523
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to.the bursting of firecrackers in Delhi during Diwali and
omer festive seasons resulting in pollution, which results in the
^olation of the right to health under art 21 of the constitution. Court
held tiiatincaseof conflict between the rightto health under Art21 and
art 25 and art 19(l)(g).Right to health under art 21 will have primacy
over otiier fundamental rights.Therefore, the court accepted the central
government's direction of restriction on the sale and bursting of
firecrackers during Diwali 2018 accepted with detailed directions.

In the case,Lal Bahadur V State of U.P" court held that modifying
master plan and changing green belt tothe residential area even after
following statutory procedure is violative of Art 21,48-A, and 51 (A) (g)
of the constitution. Cotut also held that it is a breach of ttie Public trust
doctrine.

InM.CMehtaVUnionof India'^ court held that right to life means
not only leading a life with dignity but include within its ambit the
right to lead a healthy robust life in a clean atmosphere free from
pollution and if there is conflict between health and wealth obviously
health will have to be given precedence.

In Aijun Gopal and others, v Union of India and others" was
about degrading air quality in the NCR region posing serious health
and environmental Hazards.The firecrackem shoot up the pollution
level in Diwali and the wedding season.Co^ held that where there
are threats of serious and irreversible damage lack of scientific certainty
should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent
environmental degradation.

h\ Arjun Copal and Ors.Vs.Union of India (UOI) and Ors.^The
Petitioners approached the present Court seeking emergent reliefs
concerning the extreme air pollution in the National Capital Region
(NCR).The Petitioner sought wide-ranging reliefs against the use of
fireworksincluding firecrackers, prevention of harmful crop burning,
dumping Ofmalba, and further steps towards environmental purity.
However, theSupreme Court restricted to grant of interim relief in

17. 201815 see 407

18. 2018 see online sc 2122

19. 20171 see 412

20. MANU/Se/1652/2016
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fyspect of fireworks.^ethattheuseoffireworksm^eNC p , season. According
tebmty of theakd<mngtt«^^^ p„j^rttors in the NCR,
^ the Petitioners, the problem has rra<m ^
Which are not tolerable and we ca S j opinion^g,andheallhimtttphys.c^»d.nen^^^
^t^fcerewasno^TO^PP Theopposilion^^S^y'^omrS&gofftieworhsinaUcircurns.anc.^^^
Wasmainiy

iv In Arjun Cop seeking direction to ban the use of
bis.^thepresent pe . . ^Qgiygs in any form, during festivals
grev^orks,sparklers,andmmore2^^^^^
bif ptherwse. ^ ^gpecdves: firstly^
CdiisideredbyAecourtfro P P^ fireworks and secondly, by
m poUution through ̂  -^j gAct, 1884 and the ExplosivesaWokingtheprovisionsof&eEx^^^^
mbpossessionandsaleof^^w
^^^^"writ Petition was filed on September 24,2015, o"^ehah of^d Ors. wnt 1 en p^HHoners in the instant writ pehtion.^infants,whowei^ ^^petitionwasMedto^titen^^
S'^T^wemmuchmorevulnerabietoairpoUutrntias
kmbsure thereto might affect them in various ways, mcludmggn^onofasthm^coughing,broncWtis,rel^edne™^s^tem
hnSkdown and even cognitive impairment. At the same time, w
Mhasized that air pollution hit its nadir during DiwaU time because
8f ̂discriminate use of firecrackers,
ihicreases harmful particulate matters such ppHtionersaljitmine level thereby bringing situation of emergency .S&actionLffi^Lponda„.smmkepo^.~
LScking poUution by striking at causes
included seasonal crop burning, in-^scriminate d^pmg of ̂
irtalba and other poUutants, etc. Prayer also mcluded banrung the u ,

21. MANU/SC/1141/2017
22. MANU/SC/1191/2018

■  ;M
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in any form, of firecrackers, sparkles, and minor explosives, in any
form, duringfestivalsorotherwise. Court held that thoughthe burning
of crackers during Diwali was not the only reason for worsening air
quality, at the same time, it contributed to air pollution in a significant
way. Post-Diwali air pollution in 2017 was less compared to 2016
Diwali, which was a result of lesser fireworks in 2017. This again
indicated a direct causal connection between burning crackers
duringDiwali and air pollution. Another immediate effect of the
burning of crackers was that it resulted in a substantial increase in
PM2.5 level, which was a very serious health hazard. This resulted in
severe noise pollution as well, which had acute psychological, mental,
and even physical affect on animals. The burning of crackers during
Diwali is a part of religious practice. Article 25 of the Constitution was
subject to Article 21 and ifa particular religious practice was threatening
the health and lives of people, such practice was not entitled to
protection under Article 25. In any case, balancing could be done here
as well by allowing practice subject to those conditions which ensure
rul or negligible effect on health. The right to health coupled with the
right to breathe clean air leaves no manner of doubt that it is important
that air pollution deserves to be eliminated and one of the possible
methods of reducing it during Diwali is by continuing the suspension
oflicenses for the sale offireworks and therefore implicitly, prohibiting
the bursting of fireworks.

In Jitendra Singh Vs. Ministry of Environment and Ors.^
Respondent No. 6 using excavators and other heavy machinery
attempted to forcibly takeover possession of a common-pond, which
had been in use by local villagers for a century. The Appellant
approaches National Green Tribunal by way of an Original Application
under Section 14oftheNGTAct for adjudication of these environmental
issues. The Tribunal dismissed the Appellant's grievance against
allotment of local ponds to private industrialists. Court held that the
action of the Respondent-authorities contravenes their Constitutional
obligations. Article 48-A of the Constitution casts a duty on the State
to "endeavor toprotectandimprovetheenvironmentand tosafeguard
the forests and wildlife of the country", and Article 51-A (g) expects
every citizen to performhisfundamentalduty to "protect andimprove

23. MANU/SC/161S/2019
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'  the natural environment". A perusal of our Constitutional scheme and
judicial development of environmental law further shows that all
persons have a right to a healthy environment. It would be gainsaid
that the State is nothing but a collective embodiment of citizens, and
hence the collective duties of citizens can constructively be imposed
on the State. Such an interpretation of the Constitution has also been
adopted in MC Mehta v. Union of India." .Court further held
Protection of such village-commons is essential to safeguard the
fundamental right guaranteed by Article 21 of our Constitution. These
common areas are the lifeline of village commimities, and often

V  sustain various chores and provide resources necessary for life.
Waterbodies, specifically, are an important source of fishery and
much-needed potable water. Many areas of this country perennially
face a water crisis and access to drinking water is woefully inadequate
for most Indians. Allowing such invaluable community resources to
be taken over by a few is hence grossly illegal.

InM.CMehtaVs.UnionofIndia(UOI)andOr8.25 Itwasnotedby
:  thisCourtthatthereisablatantvioIationofA3rticle21oftheConstitution

i.e.. Right to Life by the serious kind of pollution which is being
caused by various factors including stubble burning. The stubble
burning in October/November comprises approximately 40% of the
pollution, but for the remaining period, stubble burning is not the

;• cause of poUution in the Delhi and NCR region. It was noted by this
CourtthatvariousotherfactorswereresponsibleforcausmgpoUutionfor example; Construction and demoUtion activities. Open dumping

1  of waste/garbage, Unpaved roads/pits,Road dust. Garbage burning
Traffic congestion. Various hot-spots in Delhi and NCR regions were
identified as noted in the report. This Court has noted the problem of
farmers m stubble burning as a short gap between two crops due to

;  which agriculturists indulge in stubble burning.
LaxmanAroskar and Ors.Vs. Union of India (UOI)

and Ors. On 1 May 2000, the Government of India communicated its
approval for the settmg up of an airport at Mopa and the closure of the
existmg airport for civilian operations on the commissioning of the

24. MANU/SC/0586/1988

25. MANU/SC/0032/2020

26. MANU/SC/0444/2019
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Subsequently, on 1 July 2010, the earlier decision was
Dab 1 aliow for the continuation of civilian aircraft operations ataooi^ even after the commissioning of the new airport. The process
. ̂  ®^^^®^tion commenced in 2008 under the Land Acquisition
.V ' . area anticipated for the development ofe project was pegged at 4,500 acres.During die pendency of project

required for the proposed airport stood reduced
o 2,271 acres. A MisceUaneous Application was filed by the State of
oa efore the NGT on 2 July 2018 seeking permission for the felling

o trees. By its judgment, the NGT disposed of both the appeals and
t e Miscellaneous Application filed by the State of Goa, upholding the
EC and imposing additional conditions to safeguard the environment.
This Court has been informed that the felling of trees was initiated on
3 September 2018 and completed on 14 January 2019. Assailing the
judgment of ihe NGT, two appeals have been filed before this Court:
one by Hamunan Laxman Aroskar and the other by die Federation of
Rainbow Warriors. Learned Coimsel appearing on behalf of the
Appellants urged that the ElA report which is carried out under the
terms of the 2006 notification is a tool to evaluate the environmental
consequences of a proposed activity. The proposed international
airport, being a Category 'A' project, is governed by the second, third,
and fourth stages of scoping, public consultation, and appraisal
respectively envisaged under the 2006 notification. In addition to the

2006notification,theGuidancemanualfumishesasignificantsignpost
in the procedure envisaged before the grant of an EC. The project
proponent is required to submit Form 1 complete with relevant
details of die proposed project and the status of the environment.
Court said

"In a domestic context, environmental governance that is
founded on the rule of law emerges from the values of our
Constitution. The health ofdie environmentis key to preserving
the«right to life as a constitutionally recognized value imder
Article 21 of the Constitution. Proper structures for
environmental decision making find expression in the guarantee
againstarbitrary action and the affirmative duty offair treatment
under Article 14 of the Constitution."^^
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Over the last sixty years, the Supreme Court of India
:  abroadercontextthanintendedbytheframersoftheConshtutionand

interpreted by the earlier judges^®. Supreme Court of India of^
■ extmdedtheLaningofrightswellbeyondwhatsomejuristscallthe
original intent.

V. ENVIRONMENTAL RULE OF LAW
Fundamental to the outcome of the decisions of ̂ e Supreme Court

is the quest for environmental governance whhm a Rule of law
paradigm. Environmental governance is founded on need to
promote environmental sustainability as a crucial enabling factor,
which ensures the health of our ecosystem.

Since the Stockholm Conference, there has been a dramatic
expansion in environmental laws and institutions across the globe. InmLyinstances, these laws andinstitutionshavehelpedtoslowdown
or reverse environmental degradation. However, this progress is ako

,  accompanied, by a growing understandmg that there is a considerable
implementation gap between the requirements of environmental

.' Uws and their implementation and enforcement both m developed
and developing countries alike.^ The environmental Rule of law
seeks to address this gap. The environmental Rule of law provides an
essential platform underpinning the four pillars of sustamabledevelopment—economic,social,environmental,and peace.^ Itimbues
environmental objectives with the essentials of Rule of law ̂ d
underpins the reform of environmental law and governance.^' The
environmental Rule of the law becomes a priority particularly when
we acknowledge that the benefits of environmental Rule of law extend
far beyond the environmental sector. While the most direct effecte are
on the protection of the environment, it also strengthens Rule of law
morebroadly, supports sustainable economic and social development,
protects public health, contributes to peace and security by avoidmg

28. AshokH.Desai/'ExpandingtheRighttoLifeandEquahy^i^.N.TnvedHE^^^^^of All Human Rights, Universal Law Publishing fia, New Delhi, 2010, p. 210.

^ • - M. SlUnitedNationsEnvironmenlProgtamme.FirstEnvironmentalRuleofLawRe^
Available at https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20,500.11822/2727g/EnvironinentaLrule_ofJaw.pdf?sequence=l«iisAllowed-y

! 30. Ibid
31. Ibid
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and defusing conflict, and protects human and constitutional rights.^
Similarly, the Rule of law in environmental matters is indispensable
"for equity in terms of the advancement of the Sustainable Development
Goals®, the provision of fair access by assuring a rights-based approach,
and the promotion and protection of environmental and other socio
economic rights."®

32. Ibid

33. SDGs

34. UN Environment, Environmental Rule of Law. Available at hltps://
www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/environmental-rights-and-govemance/what-wedo/promoting-environmental-rule-law-0


